
the progressive experimentalists who followed Huxley and his circle. Perhaps he was

little suited by nature to encourage and nurture the talents of others. He owed much

to powerful patrons for his own advancement but never quite achieved such power

himself. He did, of course, establish Oxford’s Museum of Natural History,

contributing to the expansion and professionalization of the Victorian life sciences

in general. Earlier in his career, he had, of course, trained many members of the

British Geological Survey in fossil hunting and identification.

Morrell’s detailed study is based on an extraordinary range of primary sources.

There are records relating to Phillips’s life and career in almost every repository of

scientific archives in the UK. The bibliography of secondary sources is also impressive.

His focus is on personal relationships, and the style is largely narrative and

chronological. The sections on the BAAS are particularly authoritative and owe

much to Morrell and Arnold Thackray’s previous work on this important organiza-

tion, Gentlemen of Science: Early Years of the British Association for the Advancement

of Science (Oxford, 1981). The emphasis placed on the contribution Phillips’s elder

sister Anne played as intellectual helpmate and practical supporter is welcome. At

times, this wealth of material is almost overwhelming, slightly obscuring themes which

serve to illuminate and elucidate nineteenth-century scientific endeavour * contrasts

between the intellectually gifted but economically unsuccessful Smith and his nephew-

protégé, the importance between 1820 and 1860 of the general audience for scientific

texts and lectures and Phillips’s role within the circle of anti-Darwinian Oxford dons.

The information here is fascinating; in a period of considerable academic controversy,

demonstrating that studies of individuals who have become relatively obscure can

provide new and important insights into how, in the second half of the nineteenth

century, science developed into distinct experimental disciplines with defined career

structures, often dependent on state-funded organizations.

STELLA BUTLER, The John Rylands University Library, The University of Manchester,

Oxford Road, Manchester M13 9PP, UK

BRYAN G. NORTON, Sustainability: A Philosophy of Adaptive Ecosystem Manage-

ment . Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005. xvii�/607 pp. $37.50. ISBN 0-226-

59521-8.

Solutions to environmental problems are to be found in an inclusive ordinary

language, and not in the hegemony of ideologists or in the sole wisdom of scientific

experts. In this fine book, Bryan G. Norton seeks to rescue the environmental debate

from a culture of miscommunication and ill-functioning bureaucracies, for which he

sees pragmatist philosophy as the remedy. Norton should be a familiar figure to

readers of Annals of Science as the author of Toward Unity Among Environmentalists,

along with a series of articles and edited books.1 He has, since the early 1970s, taught

and written about environmental philosophy, currently as professor at Georgia Tech

School of Public Policy.

1 Bryan G. Norton, Toward Unity among Environmentalists (Oxford, 1991).
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The chief metaphor Norton mobilizes throughout Sustainability is that of the old

building of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) headquarters in Southwest

Washington. This megastructure embodies for him his Kafkaesque frustrations with

environmental decision-making. Its maze of hallways, disconnected towers, and ill-

circulating stairways serve as his image of the Babel-like confusion of tongues among

environmental activists, bureaucrats, policymakers, and scientists. As a remedy, this

book proposes a new notion of sustainability based on a pragmatist philosophy of

adaptive ecosystem management.

The advantage of the pragmatist philosophical approach, Norton argues, is that it

does not base sustainability on a single discipline or value system. Instead, Norton

searches for a notion of sustainability from within local activist contexts in which

communities have formed partnerships to manage their resources and environments.

Through this problem orientation, Norton’s ideas about ecosystemmanagement invite

social scientists, natural scientists, managers, and stakeholders to participate in a

process of articulating, clarifying, and eventually finding solutions to environmental

issues. At the core of this programme is a need to address problems in a plain language

that is comprehensible to all. The book is in this respect remarkably well written. It is a

real ‘page turner’, intelligible to people without a background in philosophy or

environmental studies. The thinking of the ecologist Aldo Leopold is in Norton’s

historical analysis an example to follow. It is his ability to express environmental issues

in an inclusive common language that Norton finds admirable. In the book, he uses

historical examples selectively to support philosophical arguments.

Activists driven by environmental philosophies and ideologies end up in an

unproductive search for eco-friendly alternatives to industrial exploitation, Norton

claims. ‘Outbursts of ideologically motivated rhetoric are unlikely to result in

improved environmental policies’ (p. ix). His list of ideologists includes non-

pragmatist philosophy colleagues such as the fine ethicists Holmes Rolston and

Baird Callicott as well as utilitarian managers like Gifford Pinchot (pp. 440, 57).

They are all ideologists whose thinking and practices have trapped environmentalists

in bewildering EPA style corridors. Throughout the book, Norton labels competing

philosophical interpretations of the natural world as symptoms of ‘The Age of

Ideology’ (p. ix).

Norton’s strategy for claiming the hegemony at the expense of the ‘ideologists’ is

problematic for those holding these competing philosophical views. To them, his

arguments are equally ideological. The book fails to take into account this self-

referential problem of whether or not the pragmatist programme against ideologists

might be understood as yet another ideology.

The standard pragmatist objection to this criticism is that it is a philosophy

taking its point of departure in common knowledge and not highbrow ideas. In a key

paragraph in the preface of the book, Norton addresses this by noting that ‘I found it

useful to employ the first-person plural, we, to express reasoning I expect to be

noncontroversial’, while he uses the first person singular, I , to signal that he is

arguing from his own point of view (p. xiv). This demarcation corresponds to what

his pragmatist harbinger, John Dewey, called common ‘intuitions’ as opposed to

personal opinions. Yet, as numerous critics of pragmatism have pointed out, there

exists no such thing as common intuitions. There is overwhelming evidence against

the existence of shared ‘noncontroversial’ beliefs among the world’s cultural,

religious, and social groups. As international news constantly testifies, the most
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banal statements on one side of the globe can be intensely upsetting for people living

on the other.

It is worth untangling who is behind Norton’s ‘we’ to understand where his

culture is coming from and whose voices he represents. It is surely not those of the

United Nations World Commission on the Environment and Development, whose

original analysis of ‘sustainability’ in Our Common Future included the needs of the

developmental world.2 To them, sustainability was intrinsically linked with the fight

against poverty. Norton’s discussion of sustainability, by contrast, is focused

exclusively on the environmental needs of the US soil, and his ‘we’ is placed firmly

within the historical and socio-political values of that nation. This Amerocentrism is

unjustified, given the global character of environmental problems and debates.
To make the United States Environmental Protection Agency better by offering

them a way of handling environmental language is one chief aim of the book. A new

linguistic structure will make ecosystem management socially and environmentally

more efficient, Norton argues. This might look like a noble ‘noncontroversial’ goal,

especially in view of the importance of the United States on the international

environmental arena. In the case of global warming, for example, policies of the EPA

have more of an impact on my own country’s (Norway’s) environmental future than

any policy of our local environmental agency. On the other hand, the ‘we’ of the EPA

represents the rationality of those powers that Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri

describe as obstacles to the betterment of the world.3 According to their view,

endorsed by thousands of ‘Attack’ demonstrators, the global significance of US

policies and economies should be fought head-on because this culture of rationality

and ways of finding solutions tends to dominate others. Thus, what looks like a noble

noncontroversial aim in one culture aggravates people of another.

The point here is not that a betterment of environmental communication would

be a bad thing, but that Norton fails to discuss globalization and the hard cases of

radical culture clashes among environmentalists. Pragmatism is a philosophy for

those who generally agree, but still need tools to sort things out. This book will thus

be helpful for a limited audience, but not in finding a path to address the global

environmental crisis. This is not to say that Sustainability is not worth reading. On

the contrary: Norton has written the best account available on how to deal with

environmental problems from a pragmatist point of view.

PEDER ANKER, Forum for University History, Department of History, University of

Oslo, Box 1008 Blindern, N-0315 Oslo, Norway

KATHARINE ANDERSON, Predicting the Weather: Victorians and the Science of

Meteorology. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2005. 376 pp. Illus. $45.00. ISBN

0-226-01968-3.

Predicting the Weather: Victorians and the Science of Meteorology, is an impressive

new analysis of the character of Victorian meteorology and the place of science in

2 United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development, Our Common Future (Oxford,
1987).

3 Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Empire (Cambridge, 2000).
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